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President's Report: Resourcefullessness  

 FA President
 Tim Shively

"Resourcefullessness": things are not quite that bleak yet, though as we start off the calendar year, they are looking kinda down. The sky may not be falling, but
it's definitely lowering due to less than expected (a year ago) state revenue.  The governor has largely preserved funding for the system in his budget, and does
have a projected COLA in his budget, but .076% is a far cry from the more expansive increases of the last several years. Thus, locally, we can expect a lot more
scrutiny of the bottom line in the fiscal year(s) ahead. This will likely play out in (among other areas) the total amount of money allocated to classroom instruction
(i.e. toeing the line of the "50% Law"), machinations of the 1320 fund for part-time faculty salaries, and second guessing of filling vacant full-time positions in all
areas.

Instruction is what I'm particularly focused on, as I was in the fortunate(?) position this Fall of serving on both campuses' committees ranking FT faculty hiring
positions. De Anza's Resource Allocation and Program Planning (RAPP) committee actually handles distribution of resources across Instruction, Student
Services and Administrative Services, while Foothill's Faculty Hiring Prioritization Committee, a subcommittee of its Mission Informed Planning Council (MIPC),
is focused upon only Instructional positions. Although both are fairly new shared governance formulations (Foothill's stemming from the meltdown surrounding its
former President, De Anza's from inequities in the then Planning and Budget Teams' operations), they are different animals both structurally as well as in regards
to processes and procedures. Nonetheless, a comparison of the two might be "instructive": each campus can learn from the other (both their respective
challenges and successes), as well as recognize some of their own potential flaws and fixes.

A good place to begin is actual funding, which is ground zero for allocation of resources (i.e. if there ain't no money, you ain't gettin' no positions). The dark,
mysterious processes of District and College budgetary planning are more than I can begin to elucidate, but I will shine a light here and there on some of their
more remarkable features. Let's start with timing and transparency (or translucency, as the case may be). On the Foothill side, MIPC (and I believe Academic
Senate members, among others) knew of the rough amount available for new faculty hires back in November. This was based on both carry forward positions
from last year as well as new vacancies (no additional money from the state for new FT hires this year, unfortunately). The number of positions this translated
into (6 carry forwards + 10 new positions) was accordingly brought directly to the Faculty Hiring Prioritization Committee in December for its review and
recommendations. On the De Anza side, as of the publication of this FA News, we still don't know what we have to work with. Yet how can this be if both
Colleges get their budgetary marching "orders" from the District and we are to follow state regulations such as the "50% Law" requiring Districts to spend at least
50% of their state funding on classroom instructional salaries?  RAPP members were informed that vacancies first had to go to the District Budget Advisory
Committee (DBAC), and then the De Anza Budget Committee, and that "there can be estimates but they're just estimates."  On the Foothill side, the positions
are already approved—so they've already been "estimated" and have gone through the necessary committees?  When the DBAC Committee meeting for this
month was recently cancelled, it raised questions about how much further this would set back De Anza's process.  Come to find out, according to the Vice
Chancellor of Business Services, these campus decisions do not need to come to DBAC after all.

Before we get too far ahead of ourselves, we might want to talk about the composition of the allocation committees, responsible for the actual ranking of
positions. On the Foothill side, it's very top down in terms of the distribution of membership. There are essentially 2 student representatives, 2 faculty (Academic
Senate, I assume) representatives, and an FA representative (me). The other 18 members are all administrators, including all the Division Deans as well as
associate and full VP's, the VP of Instruction being the Committee Chair. At our initial meeting, I found myself working with a table of Deans, and while they were
quite affable and accommodating in attempting to understand the logic of my recommended rankings, my selections and those of the Deans were nonetheless
miles apart, as might be expected when the Deans consult with one another in other contexts. I can only assume that their decisions were made in consultation
with the programs they represent as well. It also made me wonder how consultation with the other college might shift some of their priorities (such as the
decision to begin an embedded Counseling program at Foothill–De Anza counselors might have some very useful feedback to share).

But my outlier choices may have also had something to do with the construction of the De Anza RAPP committee, which has an equal number of students,
administrators, staff and faculty (4 each, including union reps, plus a tri-chair from each of the employee groups). Affinity groups are also included with
representation potentially hailing from any of the employee groups.  While this more or less equal representation (students are allotted an additional 5th rep
since there is not a student chair) is much preferable to the discarded system, it's not necessarily equitable in its operations. A good example is a recent request
for Custodial and Grounds supervisory positions, which were apparently eliminated some years ago, during less palatial budgetary times. The CSEA union rep,
who represents Custodial and Grounds employees across the District, came out against approving these positions, largely because the union felt actual workers
were needed in those areas more than supervisors. Upon further questioning, it became apparent that existing custodial and grounds employees were not even
consulted before management decided to move forward with the request for supervisors. Ultimately RAPP will decide whether to advance these positions, but
apparently it's going to take a little time for the entire college to get with the horizontal governance model upon which RAPP is based.

Both colleges' committees have "Guidelines" outlining processes and procedures, though RAPP, being a newer committee (this year being only its second, and
properly first full iteration) is still working through some of the criteria for ranking positions.  One "principle" I truly appreciate from Foothill's "Resource
Allocation Guidelines" (RAG) is how it construes "Program Viability" as when "a full-time position is necessary for the viability of a program."  So instead of
being a death row sentence for already low enrolled programs, "Viability" is a signal that a program is in potential jeopardy and needs institutional support. In this
system, when a program in need is identified, additional resources can be funneled in that direction rather than further reducing the available resources. At least
in theory. In practice, none of the programs in this allocation round which might be characterized as "shaky"–Theater, Photography, Horticulture--were provided
with new FT hires. Which is not to say that there weren't good rationales for why Deans advanced the other positions they did, just that "merit" seems to have
presided over "need."

I have been pushing hard for similar "programmatic equity" at De Anza, where there are a host of Departments that have been relying upon a single full-time
instructor for decades, meaning that person is shouldered with (often upon being hired full-time) program review, curriculum, part-time evaluations and a host of
other similar programmatic responsibilities. And just try proposing a sabbatical when it's left to the Dean to pick up the slack in your absence. There are also a
number of Departments which have no full-time instructors. Admittedly, enrollment is a factor here, but some areas have been allowed to languish when
enrollment is actually increasing, Creative Arts and Social Sciences in particular. While we did approve a Photography position last year (I understand that the
search failed and must go out again), there is Music, which has shrunk from six full-time instructors to one over almost as many years.  While the RAPP
committee recently shifted the Music request for a full-time position to the "high priority" ranking bucket, we are likely to have additional vacancies in other Arts
Departments in the near future. And Social Sciences had three such "need" based positions among the current requests, not all of which are likely to be filled in
this iteration.

 More to the point, though, is that while all of the current De Anza money is coming from vacant faculty positions, it is a community "cistern," which may be drawn
from by non-instructional areas, including for Administrative positions. Before RAPP was formed, we saw "Golden Handshake" special retirement vacancies,
diverted to other areas rather than being refilled. And things are shaping up for similar developments now: in an initial RAPP "poll" ranking positions in order to
advance the top 5 to College Council for approval, 4 of the 5 ended up being non-instructional, including the aforementioned Grounds Supervisor. No actions
have yet been taken on these rankings (and to be fair, similar reconsiderations of early rankings occurred at Foothill as well).  But the committee has yet to be
given any guidance regarding the percentage of non-instructional positions relative to the 50% law. And it seems short sighted at the least to pillage Instruction
when that is the ground zero of why students come to De Anza in the first place.

Of course, there are a host of considerations in ranking positions. In addition to the information included in the requests for positions themselves (all of which
must be submitted by the Deans), both colleges' committees rely upon Program Review information, Enrollment data and Student Equity statistics. That last item
features largely in De Anza's "Guiding Principles," which directs funding applicants to identify ways in which both Racial Equity and Student Success factors
are currently being addressed in the Department in question and how they might be advanced through acquiring a new FT position. While there was certainly
some discussion of these factors on the Foothill side, equity is not explicitly part of the RAG principles.  That said, talking it and walking it are too different levels
of demonstrating commitment.  Given the way that DEIA is under attack across the nation and, indeed, right here in our own District, it's essential that we
"bulletproof" all equity directed funding.  In some cases (such as Foothill's prioritization of an Ethnic Studies position), it is easy to simply tie equity related
positions to state level mandates, such as the recent development that all IGETC degrees include an ethnic studies component.  But even when a position
specifically invokes equity (e.g. De Anza's Faculty Equity Director position), it's important that we back up such resource allocations with data (just as we do for
all others) and prepare to defend ourselves against inevitable attacks on such expenditures.

There's also the danger of over relying on data, or at least simply accepting data at first glance without considering its efficacy in representing actual conditions
on the ground. A good example is how full-time/part-time faculty ratios are represented via percentages versus actual numbers of faculty.  To cite an example,
Program Review data for De Anza's Music Dept. shows that 32.6% of their courses are taught by full-time instructors.  Not the greatest ratio, relative to the
67.4% taught by part-time instructors, but less disproportionate than a lot of areas. It's not until you realize this is based upon a single full-time instructor that you
get some sense of exactly how dire the straits are in this program. I understand that De Anza personnel are working to include both percentages and raw
numbers in future Program Review reporting data. Oddly enough, however, none of the Departments I've looked at on either campus comes close to reflecting
the 75% FT/25% PT ratio that our District has reported to the Chancellor's Office the past two years for our Full-Time Obligation numbers (FON).  Even
after all the fuss over being audited by the state for our misuse of dedicated full-time faculty hiring dollars, we apparently still haven't learned our lesson about
intentionally misrepresenting data. I worry about how this will play out as the budgetary belt tightens over the next year(s).

In closing, I would like to thank the folks who do this work—particularly the committee chairs, who have to keep the forest and the trees in sight simultaneously—
which is largely thankless, sometimes contentious, but oh so important to the institution.  It would be great to see more faculty step up to serve and support
them.

FA Thanks and
Welcomes Our New

Members!

Join Us!
 

Consuelo Endrigo-
Williams DA

Genevieve Freckleton DA

Daniel Halabe  DA

Steven Jackman  DA

Kim Lee  DA

Janet Palmore DA

Alexandre Stoykov  DA
 

Negotiations Update: Dual Enrollment Agreement
Reached

Kathy Perino
Chief Negotiator
FA and the District recently reached agreement on the process to be used when assigning faculty
to AB 288 (CCAP) dual enrollment assignments at neighboring high schools. Before explaining
the details of that agreement, it’s worth explaining the different types of dual enrollment offerings
we have in FHDA, since this agreement only applies to AB 288 course offerings.   

Our colleges have long served the high school students in our community, but recently, state policies and funding rates in the Student
Centered Funding Formula (SCFF) have incentivized districts to expand opportunities for currently enrolled high school students (dual
enrollment students). For as long as I can remember, both colleges have had middle college programs; Foothill has a somewhat new
“College Now” program, and we have also allowed other high school students (with permission from their high school) to enroll in classes at
the Foothill and De Anza campuses.  We also occasionally offer FHDA courses on local high school campuses after regular school
hours. These courses are open enrollment, meaning that anyone in the community can enroll in these classes; they just attend the class at
the high school instead of on the main campus.  All of these options were available prior to the passage of Assembly Bill (AB) 288 in October
2015.

Beginning in 2016, under AB 288 colleges could enter into College and Career Access Pathways (CCAP) partnerships with public high
school districts to offer community college courses on the high school campus, during the regular high school hours and with enrollment
closed, meaning that the course is only open to high school students. (Note that any dual enrollment agreement with private high schools is
considered non-CCAP.)

The dual enrollment opportunities available to students prior to AB 288 primarily targeted high-achieving students. The CCAP partnerships
allowed by AB 288 are

for the purpose of offering or expanding dual enrollment opportunities for students who may not already be college bound or who
are underrepresented in higher education, with the goal of developing seamless pathways from high school to community college
for career technical education or preparation for transfer, improving high school graduation rates, or helping high school pupils
achieve college and career readiness.

Courses offered as part of an CCAP agreement with a local high school district serve a different purpose than our non-CCAP offerings.  But,
because CCAP courses are offered at the high school, as part of the regular school day, and enroll only high school students, FA has had
many questions regarding who can be assigned these courses (can a high school teacher teach the course?), whether one can earn
Reemployment Preference (REP) by teaching these courses (if the HS teacher is assigned, will they have a right to teach on the main
campus?), and whether one can lose REP by declining an assignment to these courses (do I have to teach high school students if I don’t
want to?).

The agreement reached at the January 17 meeting clarifies exactly how these assignments are made and under what conditions the
assignment has REP implications. Here are the highlights of the AB 288 Dual Enrollment MOU:

Any course taught at the high school must follow the official college course outline of record and be taught using the same standards
as if it were taught on the main campus.  As such, all instructors of record must meet state minimum qualifications for the discipline. 

The high school district can request that they pay their own high school teacher to teach the course as part of their high school
contract.  If they request this, the high school teacher must undergo the same application and interview process as any other part-time
faculty member.  The interview must include at least one faculty member from the discipline and the faculty discipline expert must
agree with the dean regarding the selection of the high school teacher for the assignment.  The high school teacher will NOT earn
credit toward reemployment preference at FHDA. (Note:  If the high school district pays the salary of the instructor, there is no
reduction in the FHDA part-time instruction budget, and therefore should have no impact on the number of courses available for part-
time assignments within FHDA.)

If the high school district requests that FHDA provide and pay the instructor, REP must be followed.  That is, the dean shall notify all
department faculty (full and part-time) of the availability of the assignment, including location and class meeting times. Faculty shall be
made aware of varying class meeting times due to the high school bell schedule. The dean shall also provide a timeline by which
faculty must indicate interest in the assignment. Once interests are submitted, assignments will be distributed in accordance with
Article 10 (full-time load), Article 7 (part-time or overload), or Article 26 (summer) of the Agreement, as appropriate.  (Note: Faculty will
only be assigned these courses if they request the assignment.)

All faculty teaching these courses must undergo the same evaluation schedules and procedures listed in the Agreement. Because
AB288 courses are typically scheduled using term-spanning courses to align with high school semesters, high school teachers must be
evaluated (J1 and J2) within the first two high school semesters of instruction.

Twice per academic year, FA will receive a report of all AB 288 courses and faculty assignments.  This will give FA an opportunity to
track the expansion of these offerings and monitor adherence to this agreement.

The MOU is in effect for the remainder of this academic year and next year (through Spring 2025).  By the end of Spring 2025, FA and
the District must evaluate the effectiveness of this and either agree to extend the MOU, modify the MOU, or sunset the MOU
altogether.

Currently, Foothill College offers CCAP courses with high schools in the following districts: Fremont Union (Cupertino), Mountain View-Los
Altos, Palo Alto Unified, Silicon Valley CTE, and Sequoia Union. De Anza College offers CCAP courses with high schools in Fremont Union
(Cupertino).

If you are interested in teaching dual enrollment classes, contact your dean to find out if your department has any opportunities.  If you have
any questions about this MOU, please feel free to contact me at fakathy@fafhda.org.

Important Deadlines

Following is a list of many, but not all, important contractual
deadlines for the 2023-24 academic year. If any of these
deadlines apply to you, be sure to mark your calendar and
read the the Agreement text referenced in parentheses
(fafhda.org).

The campus conciliator can assist you if you need help:

De Anza, Ilan Glasman (408.864.5574)
Foothill, Eric Reed (650.949.7091)

Questions can also be directed to the FA Office Manager
Susanne Elwell (650.949.7544)

Please note: if you miss a contractual deadline, even by a
single day, you may lose significant benefits or have to wait a
full year before becoming eligible again. This calendar is on
the FA website under “FA Current Announcements.”

The full academic year list of "Important
Deadlines" 

2024

Feb. 5: Professional Development Leave Committee makes
recommendations to the Board at its meeting in February
(17.13.3).

Feb. 15: Full-time faculty submit requirements to establish
additional Faculty Service Areas (FSA)s (15.9).

Mar. 1: Full-time faculty submit written initial request for
Article 18 pre-retirement reduction in contract to college
president (18.8.2, Appendix W). See 18.9 to request
percentage change in subsequent years.

Mar. 8: Part-time faculty file intention to change salary
column starting in the Spring Quarter with campus Personnel
Office (Appendix B.1, C, E, G). Mar. 15: Board notification to
probationary or other faculty whose contracts will not be
renewed (California Ed. Code).

Mar. 15: Article 19 faculty submit to District Human
Resources the annual Early Retirement Service Plan for the
following academic year with all required signatures for
second and subsequent years of participation (19.6.2.2,
Appendix U1). See 19.6.1 for initial year of participation.

Apr. 1: Full-time faculty submit written request to return to
full-time employment status from Article 18 pre-retirement
reduction in contract (18.4). 

Budget Update 

Kathy Perino 
Chief Negotiator
 
Small COLA in Governor’s State Budget

Earlier this year, Governor Newsom released his budget for 2024-25. This budget includes a
projected shortfall of about $38 billion, much smaller than the shortfall of $68 billion projected by
the Legislative Analysts Office. While the January budget is a “first draft” with advocates fighting
for changes by the May revise and June final budget, it does provide some general insight into the
next year.
 
The Proposition 98 guarantee, which funds much of K-14 in the state, is projected to be 109.1
billion dollars in 2024-25. Proposition 98 was passed by voters in 1988 and constitutionally
guarantees a minimum level of funding for the K-14 system. That guaranteed funding is based on
many factors, the most significant of which is the state general revenue.  The significant stock
market drop in 2022 contributed to the decrease in tax collections; the magnitude of this drop became evident after delayed tax filings in Nov
2023 (delayed from April 2023). The revenue fell well short of what was needed to fund the prop 98 guarantee for 2023-24 as well as 2022-
23.  (The guarantee is revised throughout each year). The 2023-24 guarantee was $2.7 billion lower and the 2022-23 guarantee was $9.1
billion lower than what was assumed in this year’s (2023-24) budget.
 
To cover the difference between the budgeted and actual guarantee in the past two years, and to fund the 2024-25 guarantee, the Governor
has made some budget adjustments in 2024-25 and Newsom also proposes to cover the shortfall with about $7 billion of funds from the
Public School System Stabilization Account (a.k.a. rainy day funds) so that the K-14 system overall sees no major cuts in 2024-25. 
 
The community college system budget includes a Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) of 0.76% on most funding categories including the
Student Centered Funding Formula (SCFF) and many, but not all, categorical programs. Notably, two of the categorical programs NOT
receiving the COLA include Strong Workforce and Student Equity and Achievement (SEA), and these programs fund positions within FHDA.
Many faculty wonder how the state COLA can be so low when the real cost of living increase far exceeds 0.76%.  The answer is simply that
the state revenue is down significantly, so the Governor is trying to live within his budget. 
 
That said, a lot can happen between now and June when the final state budget is passed. The percent increase in funding for FHDA in 2024-
25, whether 0.76% or something higher (or lower), is probably the last increase we will see for a few years.  This is because the funding level
in 2024-25 becomes our “funding floor” until we receive enough funding from the SCFF to eliminate all hold harmless funding.
 
 FHDA Budget and Enrollment Update
The District Budget Advisory Committee (DBAC) has not met since the release of the Governor’s budget; however, the District Enrollment
Management Committee (DEMC) has.  Since much of our future fiscal health depends on our enrollment, the last DEMC meeting primarily
focused on understanding our current enrollment trends and existing, as well as potential, student populations.
 
The impending funding floor, or funding plateau, which will occur in 2025-26, is a result of the implementation of the SCFF in 2017-18.  When
the state shifted to the SCFF, districts that would receive less funding under the formula were “held harmless” and did not actually have their
funding decreased. And, each year since then, our total funding (total computational revenue) has increased by the COLA, even as our
enrollment fell. As a result of multiple years of state COLAs while our enrollment dropped, we currently have a gap of about $15M (the Hold
Harmless) between the funding we would receive from the state based on our enrollment metrics (the SCFF), and what we actually get. 
 
From the 2023-24 FHDA Adopted budget, the following charts show the resident enrollment trends and FHDA total computational revenue
since converting to the Student Centered Funding Formula:

Resident FTES Trends- District with Campus Detail 2014-2015 to 2022-2023
 

As you can see above, any increase we see in 2024-25 (shown conservatively above as 0%) will lock our funding. That is, in 2025-26, our
funding level will plateau, and under the current state budget rules, the best way to increase funding (to pay for salary and benefit
improvements) is to close that gap by increasing and sustaining our enrollment by about 3200 full-time equivalent students. 
 
3200 resident FTES is no small task. The good news is that in 2023-24, Fall enrollment numbers appear to be up about 7% year over last
Fall, and Winter enrollment numbers are up slightly more than that compared to last Winter. How many FTES is that?  It’s not the cleanest
calculation due to factors like positive attendance (and other sausage making I’m not privy to), but the district is conservatively projecting a
total increase of about 625 FTES.  Personally, I’m betting on a higher number, but as I said, I’m not in the room where it happens. We will
know more about that projection in April when the District has to provide an updated enrollment projection (called the P2 report) to the state.
 
Other good news from DEMC is that enrollment from non-resident F1 Visa students is up about 23 percent from last year. Non-resident
FTES does not affect the SCFF funding levels and therefore doesn’t help with the hold harmless gap, but it does provide increased revenue
for our district that can help stabilize our funding.  One important consideration for F1 Visa students is that these students can take at most
one asynchronous online course per quarter.  If we want to keep these students, we need to ensure that we have enough on-campus
courses offered each term. In addition, we now allow new F1 Visa students to start their enrollment in summer, which means that we will
need to offer more on-campus classes in summer to serve these students.  Popular programs of study for these students include the
following:  Accounting, Computer Science, Business, Economics, Biology, and Graphic Design. In addition to F1 Visa students needing on-
campus courses, there are some regulations associated with Veteran students and the GI bill that also require they take in-person courses. 
 
While the International Student Program reports that we need more on-campus course offerings to serve these students, faculty who
voluntarily scheduled on-campus courses rode the ups and down of potential course cancellation because many classes on campus didn’t
draw the enrollment necessary. Many on-campus courses that barely avoided cancellation did see an enrollment increase in the week prior
to the start of the term. Delaying cancelation of low enrolled classes is one way to ensure we have enough in-person courses for our
students who delay registration.
 
There were also other potential enrollment and revenue generating ideas discussed by DEMC:

increase in non-resident enrollment in online courses for students from out of state or abroad (non-F1)
fully develop a process to award Credit for Prior Learning (CPL). Campus curriculum committees are working on this and FA will be
involved in compensation discussions
increase non-credit (mirrored) course offerings to serve community and older adult populations
increase dual enrollment offerings

Unfortunately, the fiscal health of FHDA depends on our enrollment. Independent of the ideas above, the best way to help our enrollment is
to provide quality instruction and services to the students we already have. If you have ideas to help with enrollment, share them with either
FA or your Academic Senate reps. Otherwise, focus on the individual students you work with every day. Each student we keep is one less
that we have to go recruit!

Particularly for Part-timers

Raymond Brennan
Part-time Associate Secretary

 

Welcome to the new quarter and New Year! Hopefully, the New Year sees everyone rested and eager
to be back in the classroom. Though the third week is a quarter of the way into the new quarter, there
are only a couple of items that may be of interest.

As noted in the previous edition of this newsletter, FA received positive feedback from the informational and listening hour sponsored by De
Anza’s Office of Professional Development. FA’s response to that feedback was a promise to continue to offer such open Zoom forums for

people to ask questions about their employment opportunities and challenges. The next such hour will be Thursday, February 22nd from 3 to
5 p.m. The link to attend is: https://fhda-edu.zoom.us/j/83341107117. All are welcome. Though this session is primarily intended to provide
part-time faculty a chance to have questions answered or aspects of the Agreement explained, anyone interested in attending is welcome.
The forum will begin with a brief update on developments of interest to part-timers, and after that, the floor is open to anyone with questions
or comments. Of course, should anyone have pressing, or not so pressing, questions before 22 February, feel free to contact me!

In legislative news, there have been ongoing efforts to secure another attempt to raise the 67% cap on teaching load for part-timers to 85%,
and those efforts are bearing fruit. The next issue of this newsletter will have more specific information, but suffice it to say such an important
effort to improve the lot of part-time faculty is not being neglected.

In related news, FA’s Negotiation Team has been lobbying assiduously for months to get the District to make full use of the $200 million
dollars set aside in the budget to provide better health benefits to part-time faculty. The team’s persistent efforts have paid off as the District
has now agreed to look into the feasibility of using the state’s funds to provide part-time faculty with health care options that would match
those enjoyed by full-time faculty. There is much work to be done to make this happen, but the good news is that that work has begun!

So, to wrap up, welcome to the new quarter, and remember that FA has your back, so if you need the support of your Faculty Association,
we stand ready to serve.

Introducing our new "How To" Video Series

This Video on Reemployment Preference (REP) is the first of a new series of "How To" videos.
Look for more soon!

Equity Action: A Culture Beyond Negotiations
 

In the realm of work contracts, a central tenet of FA’s task, financial compensation—pay and benefits, undoubtedly plays a crucial role, yet
job satisfaction extends beyond these monetary rewards. While fair pay is essential, and while it is a goal that FA will always pursue, the
intrinsic value of feeling like a part of a cohesive team, receiving recognition for exemplary work, operating within an inclusive environment,
and enjoying a sense of safety and value cannot be overstated. Employees often find profound fulfillment when they contribute to a positive
work culture. While unions negotiate financial aspects, the power to foster a supportive atmosphere lies within the collective efforts of the
larger district teams. Creating an environment that prioritizes safety, security, and well-being contributes significantly to job satisfaction,
enriching not only professional lives but also the overall happiness of individuals in the workplace.To this end, creating an equitable and
inclusive campus environment would benefit each one of us—administrators, teaching and non-teaching faculty, and classified professionals.
Embracing diversity and fostering respect for everyone's unique contributions is key to building a community where all employees feel valued
and respected. This sentiment, plus a fair salary, can change a community, a culture, and a college.

Clearly, collegiality is a main factor in achieving a culture of equity and inclusion. Administrators
play a crucial role in setting the tone for the entire campus, and during these rapidly changing
and sometimes destabilizing times, we have a chance to re envision and recreate our culture.
Encouraging open communication channels, recognizing the importance of not only every role
on campus, but also of the people who fill them, and actively seeking input from all employees
are essential steps in fostering a sense of belonging for everyone.

Teaching faculty members, as influencers in students' lives, can contribute significantly to equity.
By incorporating diverse perspectives into the curriculum and embracing various teaching
methods, faculty can create an inclusive learning experience. Engaging in respectful
conversations around differences, whether they be related to religion, political beliefs, race,
gender, or queerness, sets a positive example for students. Carrying these same open and
respectful conversations to employee forums, whether they be in the mailroom or in a meeting,
will create an inclusive working environment as well.

Non-teaching faculty are integral to providing support across campus by contributing to equity and inclusion in various ways. They both lead
and attend training workshops to better understand issues and learn strategies for fostering an inclusive environment. They are mentors to
students, often those from underrepresented groups, and they, along with Classified professionals, help those students navigate academic
and professional challenges. They are often advocates for inclusive policies, and they can do even more of that by engaging in
conversations with colleagues and administrators. They are in the forefront of supporting policies that promote diversity, such as inclusive
hiring practices and equal opportunities for all. They also plan and participate in events that celebrate diversity and promote inclusion on
campus. Counselors are another staunch pillar of the campus; participating in training programs that focus on cultural competence and
sensitivity equips counselors to understand and respond to the diverse needs of students. Counselors can bring that expertise to campus by
seeking to understand and respond to other employees, modeling cultural competence for both employees and students. Creating safe
spaces for conversations about inherent differences fosters a supportive environment for everyone.
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spaces for conversations about inherent differences fosters a supportive environment for everyone.

Classified professionals, often unsung heroes in daily operations, deserve both recognition and respect for the work they do in managing
both employee and student needs and quotidien operations. The classified professionals are often tied to a particular space, which may limit
both their visibility and their opportunities to engage across the campus. Reach out to those who guide our students through the obstacle
course of managing college. It takes only a few moments to have an authentic exchange, ask for an opinion, or express appreciation.
Valuing staff members' contributions and understanding the importance of their roles is fundamental to building a culture of equity. Engaging
in cross-departmental collaborations and recognizing the importance of diverse skill sets can enhance the collective impact of our work.

To transform our campus culture from exclusive to inclusive, we must pay attention to basic
behaviors. Actively listen to your colleagues, seek diverse perspectives, and be open to learning
from one another. Make new friends on campus; meet people who are not directly in your work
circle. Challenge yourself to take a risk on someone you might not ordinarily approach and ask
them to grab a cup of coffee with you. Talk, learn, share and we will be a stronger district for your
efforts. Let’s challenge assumptions and biases and foster an atmosphere where everyone feels
comfortable expressing their identities. After all, there is no faster way to cultivate change than to
do it in a grassroots way, together.

Achieving equity requires a collective effort from all campus employees, from the Chancellor to
those of us on the ground. By embracing collegiality, respecting the uniqueness of each role, and
actively addressing inherent differences, we can cultivate a campus culture that celebrates
diversity and inclusion. Let’s work together to create a supportive and empowering environment
for everyone.

Openings for Executive Council Members

We currently have two openings for faculty: one full-time faculty member from Foothill and one part-time faculty member from either campus.  

Meetings are currently held face-to-face the first and third Wednesdays of the month from 3:00 to 5:30 p.m. Meetings
alternate between the two campuses. While there is no release time for these positions, council members are paid
$100.00 for each executive council meeting attended. FA encourages faculty who are interested in participating in
their union to "test-drive" a union position. 

Please send a letter of interest to Susanne Elwell by Monday, February 12 at noon.

January 2024 FA-PAC Update

In Winter 2024, the FA-PAC and the FA-PAC Internship Program remain committed to supporting faculty
and student interests in several crucial areas across the District. 

Our work to support the arts at De Anza continues apace with the Measure G Task Force, which is
currently involved in renewed discussions and planning regarding the Measure G buildout.

We remain deeply involved with the Affordable Housing Task Force led by FA-PAC Internship Program
faculty mentor, Eric Reed. Composed of faculty, staff, and students (including three FA-PAC interns),
The Affordable Housing Task Force is presently engaged in review of proposed sites for housing
development on or near our campuses.

Additionally, the FA-PAC Internship Program is leading a voter registration campaign. Our Why Voting Matters contest invites students,
faculty, and community members to register to vote and enters them into a drawing to win one of three $50-dollar gift cards. Everyone is
welcome to participate. It takes only minutes to complete the form!

Last, and definitely not least, the FA-PAC and the FA-PAC Internship Program is investing
significant resources and energy into the Patrick Ahren’s campaign for State Assembly
(District 26). We’ve recruited more than 50 student volunteers and are actively engaged in
weekend canvasing events. Starting this week we’ll add text-banking and phone-banking
activities. Anyone interested in getting involved in the campaign should contact the
campaign directly or the intern coordinator, Isabel Caballero-Teixeira
(isabelcaballerot96@gmail.com).

The FA-PAC will provide a full list of endorsements in the February FA News.

FA Membership Drive: We All Need To Pay Our Dues!

Dear Faculty Colleagues,
 
FA represents all faculty, whether they pay dues or not. When faculty don’t pay their fair share, they “free-ride” on the contributions made by
dues-paying members and in turn weaken the union.
 

FA’s current membership drive seeks to get the more than 190 non-dues-paying faculty in the district to
become dues-paying members. 
 
Many recently hired faculty are not aware of FA and what we do. Moreover, many do not know they have to join
the union (“opt-in”) to become full members.
 
If you’re not yet a member, please sign up today: FA Membership Form. It takes only minutes and you’ll be
glad you did. 
 

By becoming a dues-paying member, you’ll share these benefits:

Demonstrate solidarity with your colleagues
Contribute your fair share
Strengthen FA’s ability to fight for all of us!

 
In Service and Solidarity,
 
Jim Nguyen, FA Vice President
Bob Stockwell, FA Executive Secretary

What Do you Think?
 
We welcome your feedback. Use the "Share Your Voice"
link below!

Feedback on Scheduling Negotiations
Content Suggestions
Formatting Suggestion
Private response to writer or editor (will not be published)
Letter to editor in response to content. This may be published in a future issue of the FA News.
Request to have your relevant article or information published in the FA News. Please include a detailed
description of your planned article.
Any other constructive feedback you would like to provide.

 

Erick Aragon (DA)                 
Rich Booher (DA)
Raymond Brennan (DA)
Mary Donahue (DA)
Laura Gamez (FH)
Jordana Griffiths (FH)
Julie Jenkins (FH)                  
Ellen Judd  (FH)

Brendan Mar (DA)
Rachel Mudge (FH)
James Nguyen (DH)
Kim Palmore (DA)
Kathy Perino  (FH)
Tim Shively (DA)
Bob Stockwell  (DA)
Felisa Vilaubi (DA)

FA News is normally published ten times during the academic year by the Foothill-De Anza Faculty Association, an independent California
corporation certified by the California Public Employment Relations Board as the exclusive employee representative for the faculty of the Foothill-
De Anza Community College District. Letters and articles from District faculty are invited. Ph: 650.949.7544FA
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